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ABSTRACT

This report is a synopsis of the present day technology

involved in the use of superconducting radio frequency resonators as

accelerating units for heavy ion beans and the plans for enploying this

technology in the new extension of the SAo Paulo Pelletron accelerator

in a cooperative prograa with Argonne National Laboratory, USA. It was

originally presented as a talk at the Nuclear Physics Workshop in

September, 1988, sponsored by the Brazilian Physical Society (SBF).



Introduction

Historically our accelerator experience begar. in th« 1950s

with Che construction of a 3.5 MV Van de Craaff and was extended in the

1970s with the purchase of a NEC pellecron type electrostatic

accelerator, a first design, which gave São Paulo the lead in the new

technology of pelletrons. In 1982 it became evident thac it was time

for a major upgrade of our facilities to offer the new generation a sore

modern and stimulating environment for nuclear physics research.

Thus began a series of studies to ascertain vhat type of

accelerator would best serve our research interests yec no: overt a:-: our

resources of manpower and economic support. This analysis was

summarized in a report in 1982 ' where it was concluded chat the b«sc

path to take would be Che construction of * superconducting linac based

on the designs of the ATLAS ^ project developed ac Argonne National

Laboratory,

In this new project the Pelletron will be used as injector

to a superconducting linac which serves the role of energy booster to

provide a facility whose performance exceeds the large and expensive

"sttnd-alone" electrostatic accelerators. The project would also create

an opportunity for the industrial development of superconductivity in

our country. '

Furthermore, in dominating the technology of superconducting

resonant cavities, we would enter an area of accelerator physics *nd

technology which, by all indications, is the one destined to b« used



exclusively in chc design and construction of future particle

accelerators. s

Finally, the cooperative prograa which the ANL people are

disposed to enter will allow us the unusual opportunity to learn the

details of the construction and maintenance of these cavities as we

«ccompany the preparation of our own 14 initial niobium split-rings for

the first phase of the Sio Paulo project.

Superconducting Linacs

The first deaonstrations that the use of superconducting

resonators in linacs was indeed viable occurred about 20 years ago at

Stanford University where an ambitious prograa was undertaken to

construct a superconducting linear accelerator for electrons and again

at Kernforschungszentrua Karlsruhe where superconducting units were

constructed for ion acceleration.

The benefits associated with the use of superconductors as

resonators cone froa the drastic reduction obtained in ohaic losses, a

factor £ 10* compared to normal conductors such ** copper, plus their

ability to generate and maintain very high rf electric fields (30-60

MV/B) which, as a consequence, allows very coapact units for the

accelerator design. Both of these features contribute to a significant

reduction in power consumption for any accelerator which employs such

resonators.

"or the use of superconductor resonators in accelerating

heavy ions, she basic technology necessary was developed at Caltech ',

Arfonne ' and Scony Brook '. From chase works cwo types of structures



•mtrged which ar* particularly suitable naaely, the split-ring resonator

(SR) and the quarter-wave resonator (QWR). In Fig.I a schematic aiagrac

of these resonating structures is shown.

Today, as a consequence of this developmental work, tht

technology of heavy ion superconducting accelerators say be considered

routine and the possibility of important innovations is in sight.

Furthermore, the technology of the cryogenic systea. to the excenr. that

it is employed in the superconducting accelerators, has turned in these

past few years into a "standard procedure".

The success of the Argonne project, with about 25,000 hours

of operation tine and the Stony Brook (SUNY) project, with about 16,000

hours of operation time have stimulated similar projects to be

undertaken in various other laboratories. Table 1 is a resume of the

characteristics of the superconducting linacs either in existence or in

construction.

Central Features of Tandea-Llnac Systems

Up till now the heavy ion (HI) superconducting linacs were

utilized exclusively as energy boosters for the ion beams emerging from

*l«ctrostatic tandem accelerators. Fig. 2 shows the scheme intended for

tht ?clletron>Llnac system.

The btan» entering the llnac should be bunched into shor:

tint pulses of about 100 ps. This is accomplished by a two stag*

bunching system. The first or prebuncher consis:s of a single gac

harnonic bunchcr (thrte harmonics, fundamental frequency abou: II Mn:

which operates at room temperature and is positioned a few meters
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upstream froa th* first accelerating electrode of the tandea. The

second stage is a superconducting buneher consisting of one rf resonator

situated about 15 asters or so downstream froa the tandea exit at the

entrance co the linsc. The continuous beaa out of the ion source is

bunched into 1 ns pulses with a 70S efficiency in preserving bcaa

intensity by the prebuncher and then into 100 ps pulses with alaost no

loss of intensity by the superconducting buncher.

Because of the variations which exist in the ion transit

tise through the tandea, a phase detector is used for dynamic control of

che rf phase of the prebuncher pulses so that the beaa pulses arrive at

che post buncher with the correct tiae.

The superconducting linac Itself is • series of short,

independently phased rf accelerating structures which, in the first

stag* of the Sfto Paulo project, consists of twelve split-ring (SR)

niobium resonant cavities with (P of 0.06 and 0,105 followed by a single

SR resonator for beaa «bunching.

Apart froa its role as an energy booster the tandea-linac

combination has other justifications such as: 1) the achievable axial

accelerating fields, 3 MV/a, represent a significant advance over those

obtainable with electrostatic accelerators; 2) the injection of highly

stripped ions into the linac allows acceleration to a high energy in a

very cost efficient way; 3) by using short resonators, independently

phased to the arrival time of the beaa bunches, a broad range of masses

may be accelerated; 4) the power contained in the beaa is small even

when compared to the saall amount of power dissipated (• 4 watts) in a

high quality (Q - 10*) superconducting resonator and to the interaction

between the beam and the resonator poses no problem resulting in a



straightforward bees dynamic». In shore, eh* superconducting iinac-

tend*» is • relatively easy and inexpensive way to extend the

capabilities of a tandea facility. If properly designed, the tandea-

linac systea can preserve the excellent beaa characteristics of the

tandea itself, characteristics that are iaportant for nuclear physics

experiaents and also retain the easy energy variability of the

electrostatic aachines.

Figure 3 indicates the design goals of the Sao Psulo

project, where A and B refer to the two Pelletron experimental areas in

present use. Phase 1 and II refer to new experlaental areas being

planned for the Linac ««tension.

The' Superconducting Resonators

As we saw in table 1, essentially two types of resonating

structures «re in coaaon use, the SR and the QWR and two types of

materials for the superconductors, nioblua and lead. For the Sio Psulo

project, the Argonne design which uses a nioblua split-ring operated at

the relatively low rf frequency of 97 MHx, will be utilized.

The eleaent niobiua is a superconductor of type ZI with the

transition temperature at T( * 9.2'K and a critical magnetic field

B,-2000 Oesterds. The eleacnt lead is a type X superconductor with

Tg«7.2*K and Bf « S00 Oersteds. As we shall see, theso characteristics

indicate that niobiua is the preferred asterisl and this, added to the

face that Brasil is the largest producer of this aetal, guided our
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.-is is veil know, superconductors possess an rf surface

resistance <.in ohms) thac aay b« described by Che following relation:

*o

Th« firse cera represents the BCS resistance which for Fb and Nb aay be

described by she following formula:

RBC$ " 2•* *

where T is ;h< temperature at which the aetal is operated, near 4.5*K

and f is the resonant frequency in He. Rg is the residual resistance

chac is added co take into account the effects which arise fro» surface

ücptrftctions in the superconductor. Table 2 shows the relative

properties of N"b and Fb •» superconductors.

In ;he absence of electron eaission in the resonators tht

pow«r losses are purely ohaic and R$ determines the quality factor Q

according co :he relation QR§ » f where r is a geonetric factor which

typically has che value 20 for the SR resonators. Figure 4 shows a

curve of Q as a function of the electric accelerating field along the

•xis of the resonator gap for standard Argonne niobium and Stony Brook

le*i t?lic-rinj$.

The accelerating field is defined *» the gain in energy per

ch«.-j» divided by the effective length of the resonator calculated for

cht 9?ci»ua velocity of che ion. Fields of 3 HV/a are routinely

obtained in bo:h types of resonators «1chough che power consumption does

differ for ::.es« mecal». Normally rf aaplifiers delivering 150 watts



ar* used since = 4 watt* per resuuacor are dissi^a-ed in Chi LK« par: of

ch« cryogenic syscem and an additional 100 watts are dissipated in the

LN2 pare of the cooling system by the phase control system. Figures 5

and 6 show the SR resonators of Argonne which are projected for use in

cht Sâo Paulo system and some of their performance characteristics.

In order to maintain the bean transit time effects at a

minimum for the slower heavy ions, the resonance frequency should be

maintained as low as possible. This is also advisable froa the poinc of

vitv of efficient bunching. The lower frequency affords easier

bunching, reduces Che surface resistance and requires a larger size for

th« resonators thus producing a large energy gain per unit. These faces

ltd ANL to choose the basic frequency of 97 MHz which will be maintained

for the Slo Paulo project. Frequencies lower than this were considered

risky*) not only because the fabrication of an even larger resonator is

•ore difficult but especially because Che large amount of scored rf

energy sake* phase control sore difficult.

On* important aspect of Che resonator characteristics is the

efficiency with which one can accelerate ions with velocities 5c

different than the optimum velocity 0oc. This fact is described by vha:

is known as Che transit time factor. Figure 7 shows the ratio of the

transit time factors T(l)/T(l9) verses the quantity £/£, for two, three

and four gap structures.

Froa Fig.7 ic «ay/be concluded that ac a level of 70Z

efficiency a SR resonator nay' accept an energy or mass ratio of 5:1

(it. A-16 to A-80) and a QWR alaost 10:1. It is this feacur« :ha:

allows che acceleracion of different A mass ion beams by a »tri** of

structures optimized for only one or two beta values.



Th* research program Co b* conducted determines she choice

of 3* for the resonators. In che Argonnc ATLAS project che resonators

vtre selected to have 3-0.06, 0.10 and 0.1©. For the first phase of the

Sao Paulo project we have chosen 3* of 0.06 and 0.1C. The low«r J will

be used ir. the first few accelerating gaps and che higher one in chose

that follow.

Concerning che beam dynamics, che exigencies on the radial

motion «.transverse phase space) of che bean are che sane as chose of a

ic machine that is, che beaa focusing should be such as co obtain

xaximum transmission through the accelerator. In the linac 100X

transmission has been accomplished by placing a superconducting solenoid

between each pair of split-ring resonators.

The transverse emictance c of che beam esergent from che

linac is usually determined by che conditions that prevailed at the

aomenc of injection of che beam into che linac, especially wich respect

to beaa size and the angular scraggling in the tandem stripper.

Generally the eaiccance is small, typically about c - 20 * E*1'2

^s.srad.MeV" 2, where E is the beam energy.

The behavior of che beaa in longitudinal phase space i.e.

the beam description in an energy-time (AE At) referential, is also of

inceresc. Since che phase space produce AEAt is a measure of che

longitudinal quality of the beam, by proper manipulation of che phase

«pace, ic is possible to obcain either a time resolucion AC < 100 ps or

an energy resolucion of about iE/E - 10**. Typical values of iEAt are

in the rang» 10-100 keV-ns depending on che ion species involved and che

characteristics of the buncher and scripper.



A third type of resonator desikt: ir. vide us* ir.
i

superconducting linacs is Che quarter wave straight capered inductive
I .

line with drift tube. This was initially developed a: Stony Brcok:'
i

(1930). Figure 8 is a sketch of this type of resonator used in :he
t

University of Washington linac. This design gives a vsry itaole
i

mechanical structure which facilitates the phase control by allowing -s*

of a negative phase feedback from the amplifier that drives the

resonator. Performance data for the quarter wave resonators of lead '

and niobium ' are compared in Fig.?. The cooling of these %"?.

structures is achieved by gravity flow of Che LKe into she hollov

inductive line and thermal conduction in the outer housing.
I

The principal drawback of the QWR wish two gaps is that the

active length is shorter than that of three gap structures. However,

since the active length is proportional to the $ value, the «/»

resonator seems quite attractive for use at the high energy part of :he

linac where the natural active gap length increase!.
Conclusion and Future

The fine phase of the Sáo Paulo project is coirplet«ly

defined and will use the Argonne niobium split-ring design for :he

resonators. With the objective of learning this technology, fourteen of

these resonators will be constructed for us at Argonne with zhe a::ive

participation of physicists «nd engineers sent from Sâo Faulo.

The second phase, the high energy extension o: the lir.a:.

will b« carried out in Sâo Faulo and the type of struct.;* for :::t

su;«rconductor is still to s<e chosen.
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It is also impor cane co emphasize Che rol* chat ultra pura

niobium plays in che development of the superconducting cavities. For a

lon$ time breakdowns in the ability to superconduct were occurring in

the neighborhoods of surface defects in the metal due to local

tamptracure elevation and because of this the accelerating fields

obcained within the cavity were Halted in magnitude to 3 HV/a or less.

Ic was found however that ultra pure niobiua which possesses a very high

thermal conductivity maintains the surface cold around the defect.

I: is the custoa co gauge the niobiua degree of purity in

cents of the Residual Resistivity Ratio (RRR) defined in Che following

way.

resistivity of Mb ac rooa ceaperaCure

resistivity of Kb ac 4.2*K

A; present niobiua with RRR - 300 Is available commercially.

Th« first results of employing the ultra pur* niobiua with RRR values

beewten 100 and 300 are very encouraging and show thaC cavities built

with chis aaserial produce accelerating fields which surpass 5 HV/a and

«void the painstaking cask of localizing and eliminating the defects.

3*fort closing, mention should also be mad* of the technical

progress a: Argonne. At present an injector for positive ions, to

substitute their tandem injector, has been constructed and is being

t«sc«d. This new type injector utilizes an ECR (Electron Cyclotron

Resonance) source coupled co a series of superconducting resonators (a

iinac section; designed for very low />* to accommodate the extremely low

vtlocities of Che ions emerging from the ECR. A sketch is shown in

Fig.10.
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The reasons for undertaking Che development of this projec:

are due to two inconveniences inherent in electrostatic injectors; tht

b«an currents ara relatively small and the heavier ions of the periodic

table get increasingly difficult to accelerate. The coupling of the ECR

source directly to a linac type machine has the advantage over tandem

injection in that all A-aass ions except the lighter ones with A<30 may

be accelerated and the beam currents will be at least twice the order of

magnitude of those obtained with a tandem.
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FICOU CAPTIONS:

Figure 1. Lead-plated quarter-wave rtsenacor (i-0.20 or. left6 ar.c

niobiua split-ring resonator (3-0.10: on right*'.

Figure 2. Seheaatic of projected Pellecron-Lina: system a: the Ur.iver-

sicy of Sao Paulo.

Figura 3. Predictions of projectile energy (MeV/Aj for different lor.

•ass A with Linac booster compared to present tit-atior. of

Pellecron dona.

Figura 4. Los* curvos for a Kb (97 HHz) and a load based (150 XKz>

fi - 0.1 split loop resonator as a function of affectiv* ac-

celerator fitld gradianc. Also indicated are various pover

loss levels which differ for the cw© resonators b«cau*« of

the differences in siza and frequency '.

Figura 5. Superconducting split-ring resonator-' for $ - 0.105.

Figura 6. Ferforaance of a niobiuB split-ring resonator víth f-?" MH2

and fi - .105. The tia» associated vich each curve is tr.«

ciaa spanc on heliua conditioning*'.

Figure 7. Transit-tiao factors for 2-, 3-, and •*• gap accelerating

•truecures"'.

Figure 8. Lead-plated quarter-wave resonators for the University of

Washington Linac6*.

Figure 9. Comparison of ptfrforaance of quarter-wave resonators vith

niobiua and lead superconducting surfaces .

Figure 10. Main components of a positive ion so.rtt and it* »-.ifrr..T-

ducting injector Linac developed a: Arj



Table t - C!uu udoi. i t;l ies of Supciconduct in«j Heavy-Ion Lindes

System

Operating
Argone AT I. AS
SUNY Stony Brook
Weizmann lust.

Under construction

Super-
conductor

Nb
Pb
Hb

Resonator
typea

SR
SR
QW

frF
re
(MHz)

97.145
150
162

Active
] cii'jt h

(in)

13.3
7.5
0.7

No. of
l «ÍÍ.OII

ators

42
40
4

Saclay
Florida State
Ox ford-Daresbu ry
Univ. Washington
Canberra
Kansos State
S, l\iu!o - phase I

Nb
Nb
Pb
Pb
Pb
Nb
Nb

helix
SR
SR
QW
QW
SR
SR

135
97
150
150
150
97
97

12.5
4.5
2.1
8.6
0.8
3.5
4.5

J 3

30
4
h,
J1



SR and Q*# wean split ring and quarter-wave, respectively.

2 - Comparative Properties of Niobium and Lead Superconductors

T C K ) R.(0) B (Oe) R (0) 150 MHz, 4.5'K

Kb 9.2 1 * 10-» 2000 7 * 10-9

lii 7.2 ? x 10 B 800 3 " JO"
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